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colours and perspectives, Willing instills in us a sense of unease; nonetheless, 
we can’t bring ourselves to tear our eyes away from these rather nauseating 
knits of prawn cocktail, trifle and elaborately garnished meat slices.

But there’s a whimsicality inherent in Willing’s work, despite its unerring 
ability to perturb us. Combining cake pillars and ceiling panels, ‘Ceiling 
White’ playfully mocks the tradition of the wedding cake as symbolic 
expression of beauty and romantic ritual. The elaborately arranged 
plasterboard layers of cake are a purely visual feast, a brilliant work of 
construction that tastes—literally—of plaster, just like the wedding cakes 
that can now be hired purely for show while guests enjoy slices of a less 
impressive culinary creation.

Of course, there’s an inevitably temporary nature to these experiments 
with food as architecture: ‘Ceiling White’, like many of Willing’s works, is 
entirely site-specific, its assembly reliant on the ceiling panels of the gallery 
space—these exact pieces, with these exact materials, can never exist 
anywhere else. Similarly, food is always a fleeting pleasure—what lingers 
are the memories and associations that punctuate our consumption.

The complexity of responses Willing’s work is bound to provoke is testament 
both to food’s enduring hold over our imaginations and emotions and 
Willing’s talent as an artist—few others use what we eat so inventively as 
both material and metaphor. Willing exposes the underside of our growing 
obsession with consumption and its rituals; those aspects of our collective 
relationship with food that we might find harder to acknowledge or accept, 
but that are, ultimately, always sitting just at the back of our throats.
 

by Carody Culver

A Matter of Taste

There’s an irrefutable connection between art and food—one that arguably 
goes beyond the aesthetic and reaches deep into our cultural and emotional 
selves. Food has long been the inspiration for or subject of artistic creation, 
from 17th century still lives of carefully placed fruit to the recent craze for 
amateur ‘plating up’ of meticulously arranged gourmet ingredients. Today, as 
our relationship with food grows ever more complicated—where it comes 
from, what it contains, and what it does to our bodies—the complexity of 
our response to culinary creation is perhaps more ripe for exploration than 
ever before; no artist takes on this exploration with more canny invention 
and daring than Elizabeth Willing. 

Food may be fuel, but we don’t simply eat to live. Despite the increasing 
industrialisation of our food industry—ostensibly taking us further and 
further away from the source of our meals—our emotional response to 
what’s on our plate remains potent. Food brings us together, on both a 
cultural and personal level, even as it can confuse and frustrate us. From the 
current proliferation of food media—blogs, cookbooks, television shows—
that inspire and delight our sensory imaginations, there seems an equal 
amount of punishing diets or highly processed but addictive substances that 
force us into states of denial and ill health. And then there’s the bizarrely 
mesmerising antithesis of food fetishisation—blogs such as Cake Wrecks and 
Tumblrs such as Amateur Food Porn Has Got to Stop—that demand our attention 
with their grotesque images of cooking gone wrong. Food is everywhere: 
delicious, terrifying, and confounding at every turn. 

Willing’s work combines art and food—literally and figuratively—in 
ways that raise fascinating and timely questions about these vexed feelings 
surrounding what we eat and how we consume: our social and ceremonial 
consumption, our cultural preconceptions and our culinary excess, shame 
and guilt. Using a range of techniques and approaches that include sculpture, 
painting and collage, Willing asks us to consider food in its bewildering 
entirety: to accept its ugliness as readily as we embrace its beauty.

Willing began using food in her art because it proved to be a cheap and 
readily available construction material. As her works evolved, so did the 
ideas behind them, and Willing began to explore the implications inherent 
in her use of manmade creations such as furniture and machines or machine 
parts and edible ingredients such as royal icing and marshmallow. Her 
combination of jarringly practical or industrial objects and tantalising 
confectionary introduces surprisingly sensual and kinetic aspects to her 
work, such as the icing sugar dust rising from the bright red cement mixer 
in 2010’s ‘Panning’.

‘Leaving the Table’, Willing’s new solo exhibition at Boxcopy, finds new and 
playful ways of confronting the darker and more awkward moments of what 
and how we eat, and the ceremonial significance with which we imbue our 
acts of consumption. Dominating the walls are her ‘Self Catering’ collages, 
garish banquet images from old cookbooks that create a slightly off-kilter 
recreation of a 1970s dinner party table. Stitching together these disparate 
dishes from different pages, with their ever-so-slightly mismatched shapes, 
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